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This paper introduces a new class of grammars, the partitioned 
chain grammars, for which efficient parsers can be automatically 
generated. Besides being efficiently parsable these grammars 
possess a number of other properties, which make them very at-
tractive for the use in parser-generators. They for instance form 
a large grammarclass and describe all deterministic context-free 
languages. Main advantage of the partitioned chain gramrnars how-
ever is, that given a language it is usually easier to describe 
it by a partitioned chain grammar than to construct a grammar 
of some other type commonly used in parser-generators for it. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In parsing the decision which action a parser is going to per-
form next largely depends on the already recognized part of 
the derivation tree. Thus all derivations of a grammar will 
have to obey certain conditions if a particular parsing-scheme 
is to werk in linear time for it. Consequently the definition 
of those classes of grammars for which some parsing-scheme works 
in linear time is usually formulated in terms of restrictions on 
derivations. Derivations however are very complex structures, 
' that make it very difficult for the constructor of a grammar to 
check whether the restrictibns imposed on it by such a definition 
are really met. This must be considered a mayor drawback of all 
parser-generators which have so far been built for such grammars. 
The partitioned chain grammars show that much simpler structures 
than derivations, namely chains (as introduced in [Nijholt 77] 
and a partition of the nonterminal alphabet, suffice to define 
a large class of efficiently parsable grammars. Using only simple 
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structures in the definition of a grammarclass has two 
mayor advantages 
1. Testing, whether a certain grammatical construct obeys the 
definition becomes much e asier. 
2. By increasing the i ntelli gibility of the definition many 
faulty constructs can be avoided in the first place. 
Still 1 even the con struction of such a grammar can be very dif-
ficult, if its grammarclass is not large enough. Obviously 
only a big class of grammars gives the constructor of a g~ am ­
mar a good chance, that the grammatical construct he might 
think of immediately to describe some language feature,will 
not be violating the definition. Thus it actually is the com-
bination of both, a large grammarclass and a comprehensive 
definition, that distinguishes the partitioned chain grammars 
from all the other wellknown classes of grammars used for 
parser-generators. 
Section 2 of . this paper gives a formal definition of the part-
itioned chain grammars. It furthermore states some interesting 
properties of this grammarclass and compares it to other gram-
mar classes wellknown in the fieldof syntactical analysis. Sec-
tion 3 contains the most interesting results about partitioned 
chain languages. Section 4 deals with a parsing-method for 
partitioned chain grammars. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic concepts 
of context-free grammars and parsing, in particular with the 
definition and the parsing-methods for LR(k)-, LALR(k)-, SLR(k)-
and LL(k)-grammars as described in [Aho,Ullman 72]. 
A context-free grammar (cfg) is denoted by G (N,T,P,S) 
where N is the set of nonterminals (denoted by A,B,C,D, ... ) , 
T is the set of terminals (denoted by a,b,c,d, ... ) , p 
the set of productions and s E N is the startsymbol. 
Further on NUT = V ,the elements of which are denoted by 
Elements of T * will be denoted by u,v,w,x,y,z; elements 
by a,ß,y,ö, •.. . The symbol e: is reserved for the empty 
In addition note,that 
- 1 (a) 
- the 
denotes the first symbol of a 
left-corner of a production A ~ a is 1 ( a) 
is 
X,Y,Z. 




a cfg G=(N,T,P,S) is called E-free if P contains no 
E-productions (not even S ~ E) 
- every cfg in this paper is reduced 
2. PARTITIONED CHAIN GRAMMARS 
Chains,as they are defined here,differ slightly from the def-
inition by A.Nijholt in that a chain may contain a nonterminal 
or E as its last element. 
DEFINITION: (chain) 





then CH(X ) , the set of chains of 
0 
X ,is defined 
0 
CH(X ) = {<X , ..• ,x > X ••. X E (N*v u N+{E}) and 
o o n o n 
* • =>x er , cr . Ev ,1~i~n} 
L n n i 
Other important notions in the definition of partitioned chain 
grammars are that of conflictchains and a k-follow set of a 
chain. 
DEFINITION: (conflictchains) 
Let G=(N,T,P,S) be a cfg and let be an equivalence rel-
ation on N. 
Two different chains 
'll'l =<X , ..• ,X> E CH(X) ,X E V, nl;:O 
o n o o 
and 
'11'2 = <Y , ••• , y > E CH ( y ) , y E V, m>o 
0 lll 0 0 
are called conflictchains re s pec t ing 
-
of type 
a) if f X = y I n>O and X t y 
n m n-1 m-1 
b) iff X = y and n=O 
n m 
c) iff X E T a n d y = E 
n m 
DEFINITION: {k-follow set of a chain) 
Let G=(N,T,P,S) be a cfg and let k ~ O be an integer. 
Furthermore let A ~pxcr be a production in P and let 
'IT= <x , ..• ,X> E CH(X) be a chain in G. Then 
o n 
fk('ll',cr,followk(A)) = {y 
1 
y E firstk (er er follow (A)) and 
n k * 
X => X <J => => X cr cr E V , 1~ i~ n } 
o L 1 1 L ••• L n n' i 
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is called the k-follow set of chain TI with repect to 
A + p~cr , where the underlined symbol marks the beginning 
of chain 1T. 
We are now ready to define the ~artitioned ~hain grammars 
with k symbols lookahead (abbreviated PC(k)-grammars). 
DEFINITION: (PC ( k ) - g ramm a r ) 
Let G=(N,T,P,S) be a cfg and let k~O be an integer. 
The augmented grammar for G is defined to be the grammar 
G = (NU{S'},TU{6},PU{S'-t.S},S'),where t. ig not in T and 
a 
S' is not in N. 
G is a PC(k)-grammar iff there is ari equivalence relation 
such that the following conditions hold: 
1) if A+pXcr , B+pYcr E (PU{S'-~S}), p:fe: and A = B then 
a) there are no conflictchains respecting _ 1T 1 ECH(X) ,1T 2 ECH(Y} 
of type a} or b} such that 
and 
b) there are no conflictchains respecting :: 1T 1 ECH(X} ,1T 2ECH(Y) 
of type c), where n 1 =<X, •.. ,a>,aET, such that 
firstk(a fk(n 1 ,cr,followk(A})) n fk(n 2 ,cr,followk(B)) :f r/J 
2) if A+p and B+pcr are different productions in P and 
Since chains can apparently become infintely long, if a grammar 
contains leftrecursive nonterminals, this definition on a first 
glance may seem to make sense only for non-leftrecursive gram-
mars. However this is only true for k=O. For k~l leftrecur-
sive nonterminals may very well occur in a PC(k)-grammar. 
The main reason for this is, that one actually does not have 
to look at any chains, which contain some nonterminal more 
than k+l times, to find out whether a grammar is PC (k). This 
is an immediate consequence of the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2 . 1 
All PC(k)-Grammars , k~O , are cyc le- free. 
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Proof: 
The proof is ommitted here. It is quite simple for e-free 
PC(k)-grammars (see [Schlichtigerl 79]). 
0 
LEMMA 2.2 
Let G=(N,T,P,S) be a cycle-free cfg and k~l an integer. 
If there is a chain 'IT E CH(X) ,XEN, in G which contains 
some nonterminal AEN more than k+l times, then there 
in G which contains also has to be a chain n' E CH(X) 
that nonterminal A at most k+l times and for which the 
following holds: 
1) fk('ll'',o,followk(A)) = fk(n,o,followk(A)) 
with respect to any production A+p~o E (PU{S'+ßS}) ,p~e, 
and 






cycle-free,every leftrecursive leftmost derivation 
of the form A ~> Ao , where o ~>e. 
L 
Hence every leftmost derivation belonging to a chain TI=<X , .•. ,X> 
o n 
in CH(X ) ,X EN, which contains some nonterminal AEN k+i 
0 0 
times, i>l, has tobe of the form 
* L>Xnß 0 k+i-1··· 0 1Y' 
where ß,y E v* and oi E V+ for lSiS(k+i-1). 
So for any production A+p3S,o E (P {S'+~S}) ,pie, 
fk('ll',o,followk(A)) = { y 1 y E firstk{ßok+t-l„.o 1y()' followk(A)) 
and 
* + + + * 
xo L>AyL>AolyL> ... L>Aok+i-1··· 0 1yL> 
Xnßok+.i-1 ... o 1 y 
belongs to TI . } 
Now consider the chain 'IT' E CH(X ) 
0 
which results from TI 
by eliminating the f irst 1-1 occurences of A in TI. 
Obviously every leftmost derivation belonging to n' 
be of the form 
* + + X =>Ay=>Ao y=> 
o L L 1 L • 
where ß,y E v* and oj E V+ for t~j~(k+i-1) 
must 
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and hence we have for every p~oduction A+p~cr E (PU{S'+6S } ) ,p~E: 
fk(lr',cr,followk(A)) = {x x E firstk(ßcrk+i-l ... criycr followk(A)) 
and 
* + + X =>Ay=>Acr y=> 
o L L i L . 
Xnß 0 k+i-l 0 • .criy 
belongs to 'Ir 1 } 
As G is assumed cycle-free no cr., 1 ;;; i ~ (k+i-1), can generate 
l. 
the empty word. Consequently each ward in firstk(ßcrk+i-l ... cri) 
has to be at least k terminals long, which proves that 
fk(lr' ,cr,followk(A)) = fk(lr,cr,followk(A)) with respect to any 
production A+p X cr E ( P { S '+ß S}) , p ~ E • 
_Q 
Moreover the tail of chain 'Ir beginning with the i'th A 
equals the tail of chain 'Ir' beginning with the first A. 
As this tail consists of exactly k+l A's and as k~l, 
'Ir and n' must at least agree in their last two elements. 
0 
THEOREM 2. 1 
To decide if a cfg G=(N,T,P,S) is a PC(k)-grammar for some 
int e ger k;;:l only those chains have to be considered, which 
do not contain any nonterminal more than k+l 
Proof: 
times. 
Let be conflictchains and let contain some non-
terminal more than k+l time s. According to lemma 2. 2 there 
has to be another chain 'Ir 1 1 ,which contains that nonterminal 
at most k+l times, such that are conflictchains too. 
0 
Mainly as a consequence of theorem 2.1 it is sufficient to 
lock at chains up to a maximal length of (k+l)·!N!+l links, 
to decide if a given grammar is a PC(k)-grammar for a certain 
k~O.Looking at grammars for programming languages one will 
find, that the chains occuring in such grammars are much shorter 
than Ck+l>·!Nl+1 • An average length of 3 or 4 links should 
be realistic. 
The following theorems show, that the class of PC(k)-grammars 
is indeed quite large compared to other grammarclasses used 
in parser-generators. Unfortunately most of the proofs have 
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to be omitted in this paper. The main reason for this is, that 
most of the grammarclasses and the important propertie s of 
these classes used in parsing are defined in terms of deriva-
tions. It however can become very difficult to pr ov e such pro-
perties for grammars which are def ined in terms of much simp-
ler structures like chains. First of all one would have to 
show which influence the restrictions on chains have on the 
structure of derivations. 
The proofs of all the theorems can be found in [Schlichtigerl 79] 
for an g-free version of the PC(k)-grammars . . These proofs are 
further aggravated if grammars with E-productions are considered. 
THEOREM 2.2 
Every strong LL(k)-grammar is PC(k) 
Proof: (Sketch) 
Let G=(N,T,P,S) be a cfg,k~O, and assume G is not PC(k). 
Then G in particular cannot be a PC(k)-grammar with respect 
to the equivalence relation = on NU{s'}. 
1) A violation of condition 2) for PC(k)-grammars with respect 
to = quite immediately causes a conflict to the definition 
of the strong LL(k)-grammars. 
2) If there is a viol ation of condition 1) for PC(k)-grammars 
repecting = , then there are productions A+p~cr , A+p~cr 
in PU{S'+ßS} ,where P~E and n 1=<X , .• . ,X> ECH(X), o n 
n 2=<Y , •.. ,Y > E CH(Y) are conflictchains for which o m 
firstk(Xnfk( n 1 ,cr,followk(A)))nfirstk(Ymfk(rr 2 ,cr,followk(A)))I~. 
If A+pXcr and A+pYo are different product ions a violation 
of the defintion of streng LL(k)-grammars is evident. 
If these productions are equal, then a LL(k)-conflict can-
not be shown that easily. Nevertheless one has to exist. 
THEOREM 2.3 
Every PC(k)-grammar is LR(k). 
Proof: 
The proof, which is rather difficult and lengthy,is omitted 




An analog o us theorem is not true for LALR(k)- and SLR(k)-
grammars. Instead the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2.4 
There are 
1) PC(k)-gramm a rs, wh i ch are not LALR(k) 
and 
(SLR(k)) · 
2) SLR(k)- (LALR( k )-) gr a mrnars which are not PC(k). 
Proof: 
1) The grammar G1=({S, A,B,C,D,E},{a,b},P 1 ,s) , where 
P = {S+aA , S+bB , A+Ca , A+Db , B+Cb , B+Da 
1 
C+E , D+E , E+E}, 
is a LL(l)-grammar. According to theorem 2.2 it then is 
a PC ( 1) -grammar too. It however is not LALR ( 1) (the set 
of LALR(l)-items valid for the viable prefixes aE and 
bE [ D+E. , a 1 b]} is inconsistent). 
As the class of SLR(l)-grammars is a proper subset of the 
class of LALR(l)-grammars, G1 is not SLR(l) either. 
2) The grammar G2 ({S,A},{a,b},P 2 ,s), where 
~ 2 = {S+aaab , S+aAa , A+aa} 
is SLR(l). It however is not PC(l) (Consider the productions 
S+aaab , S+aAa . There are two conflictchains of type b) 
<a> and <A,a> which violate condition 1), because 
fl (<a>,ab,follow 1 (S)) n fl (<A,a>,a,follow 1 (S)) = {a} :f. <;6} 0 
Besides the very wellknown classes of LL(k)- and LR(k)-grammars 
other interesting classes,for which efficient parsing is pos-
sible, have been develop e d. The simple chain grammars [Nijholt 
77,78] are such a class. In a way the PC(k)-grammars can be 
regarded as an extension of simple chain gramrnars. For both 
types of grammars chains are the essential structure. 
DEFINITION: (simple chain grammar) 
An E-free cfg G=(N,T,P,S) is said to be a simple chain 
grammar if it satisfies the following two conditions 
1) if A+pxo and A+pY~ are ~n P and X :f. Y then 
J 
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2) if A-+p and A+pcr ar~ in P then cr = E . 
THEOREM 2.5 
Every simple chain graromar is an E-free PC(O)-graromar with 
respect to the equivalence relation = , and vice versa. 
Proof: (Sketch) 
Condition 2) for simple chain grammars and for PC(O)-graromars 
respecting = coincide. 
If condition 1) for simple chain grammars is not met, then 
there must be two conflictchains of type a) or b) that vio-
late condition 1) for PC(O)-gramroars respecting =. 
If condition 1) for E-free PC(O)-grammars with respect to = 
is not satisfied, i.e. if there are two productions A+pXcr , 
A+pYcr E (P {S'-+ÄS}) and conflictchains n 1 E CH(X), n 2 E CH(Y), 
then condition 1) for simple chain gramroars is obviously 
violated if X ~ Y , because n 1 and n 2 have to end with 
the same symbol. If X = Y this is not as obvious. It can 
however be concluded from the fact that n 1 and n 2 must be 
different. 
0 
The Eredictive LR(k)-grammars [Soisalon,Ukkonen 76] (abbrevi-
ated PLR(k)-grammars) are another interesting class of grammars. 
Comparison with the PC(k)-grammars yields some astonishing 
results. 
DEFINITION: (PLR(k)-grammar) 
A grammar G=(N,T,P,S) is PLR(k) ,k~O, if G is LR(k) and in 
the augmented grammar G =(NU{s 1 },TU{6},PU{s'-6S},s 1 ) the 
a 
conditions 
* 1) s 1 => pAr => pXar R R 
* pBr pßXyr pXyr 2} s 1 => => = R R 
3) firstk(ar) n firstk (yr) =f ~ 
always imply : pA = pB . 
One can show that PC(k}-grammars with respect to the equival-
ence relation = are quite closely related to PLR(k)-grammars. 
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It turns out that these two classes mainly differ in how 
much attention is payed to the context a lookahead may 
appear in. In PLR(k)-grammars the context of a lookahead 
is considered more important than in PC(k)-grammars. 
One can however quite easily extend the PC(k)-grammars to 
a class, whlch properly contains the PLR(k)-grammars. This is 
achieved by considering so-called context-dependent follow 
sets instead of global follow sets in the definition of 
1 * * PC(k)-gramm ars (cdfk(p,A)={y SR>pAr,AEN,rET and y=k(r)} 
is called the follow set of A depending on the context p) 
Without going into detail ~the interested reader is refered 
to [Schlichtigerl 79] -,we just state the relationship be-
tween the such defined class of extended PC(k)-grammars and 
the PLR(k)-grammars. 
THEOREM 2.6 
1) The class of extended PC(k)-grammars properly contains 
all PLR(k)-grammars. 
2) The class of all extended PC(k)-grammars with respect 
t o the equivalence relation = is equal to the class 
of PLR(k)-grammars. 
Proof: 
The proof is very lengthy and is therefore omitted in this 
paper. 
0 
At first sight noone would surely have suspected this close 
relationship. As far as clarity and comprehension of grammar-
definitions are concerned, the definition of PLR(k)-grammars 
is even worse than that of LR(k)-grammars. It hardly gives 
the constructor of a grammar a chance to make it a PLR(k)-
grammar. Thus this example quite drastically emphasises the 
necessity of trying to make grammardefinitions used in parser-
generators as understandable as possible. It at the same time 
shows that it may be worth the effort. 
The last grammarclass we are going to look at,is the class 
of partitioned LL(k)-grammars [Friede 78] . This class is 
of particular interest because it is an extension of the 
wellknown strict deterministic grammars [Harrison,Havel 73). 
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Partitioned LL(k)-grammars in"contrast to strict deterministic 
grammars make use of a lookahead of length k. 
DEFINITION: (partitioned LL(k)-grammars\ 
A cf g G=(N,T,P,S) is said to be a partitioned LL(k)-grammar 
for an integer k ~ O iff there is an e quivalence relation -
an N , such that for any two productions A~aß , B~ay 
* in P where A = B and a,ß,y E v, the following condition 
is satified: 
either i) 1 ( ß) , 1 ( y) E N and 1 ( ß) - 1 ( y) 
or ii) 1 ( ß) , 1 ( y) E T 
or iii) ß = e: and y = e: and A = B 
Comparing PC(k)- and partitioned LL(k)-grammars yields 
THEOREM 2.7 
The partitioned LL(k)-grammars form a proper subset of the 
class of PC(k)-gramrnars. 
Proof: 
A thorough proof is not given. 
Assuming that a cfg is not PC{k) one can first show, that 
it then cannot be a partitioned LL(k)-grammar either. Thus 
every partitioned LL(k)-grammar has to be PC(k). That this 
inclu sion is proper can be imrnediately infered from the fact, 
that PC(k)-grammars in contrast to partitioned LL(k)-grarnmars 
may be leftrecursive. D 
3. PARTITIONED CHAIN LANGUAGES 
Theorem 2.2 to the orem 2.7 show, that the class of PC(k)-gram-
mars is a large grammarclass. The sarne is true for the class 
of context-free languges (cfl) described by PC(k)-grammars. 
THEOREM 3. 1 
The PC(O)-grammars generate exactly all deterroinistic prefix-
free context-free languages. 
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Proof: 
According to theorem 2.3 PC(O)-gramrnars cannot generate more 
than the LR(O)-languages, which are equal to the class of all 
deterministic prefixfree cfl. 
According to theorem 2.7 t he class of PC(O)-grammars generates 
at least all the par t itioned LL(O)-languages. The partitioned 
LL(O)-grammars howe ver are exactly the strict deterrainistc 
grammars, which are known to describe all deterministic 
prefixfree deterrainistic cfl. 
THEOREM 3.2 
The PC(l)-grammars describe exactly all deterrainistic cfl. 
Proof: 
D 
According to theorem 2.3 PC(l)-grammars cannot describe more 
than LR{l)-grammars, that is, they cannot generate more than 
all deterministic cfl. 
According to theorera 2.7 the PC(l)-grararaars raust at least 
describe all the partitioned LL{l)-languages, which are 
all deterministic cfl. 
D 
REMARK: 
For k>O , the PC(k)-graramars with respect to the equivalence 
relation = generate exactly the LL{k)-languages, which are a 
proper subset of the deterministic cfl. This shows,that 
partitions raust be considered a powerfull tool in language-
description. 
4. THE PARSING OF PARTITIONED CHAIN GRAMMARS 
The parsing method for PC(k)-grararaars will only be discussed 
rather informally here. A precise description of a PC{k)-
parsing-algorithm can be found in [Schlichtiger2 79] (for 
€-free PC(k)-grammars also in [Schlichtigerl 79) ) • 
Let G=(N,T,P,S) be a PC(k)-grammar with respect to sorae 
equivalence relation _ and let W be the partition induced 
on NU{S'} by =· 
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Assume that the parser has reached a configuration, which 
describes the following structure 
\ 
1 \ 
---.,.._ __ / 1 \ 
L. ', 
chain leading to 1 (a 1) from a 
symbol following a i n a 
0 
production the left-hand 
side of which is in v0 




·vm-1 L \ chain leading to 1 (am) \ form a symbol following „ Cl 1 in a production U'm-1 \ m-
;'v~m \\the left-hand side 
of which is in Vm-l 
am \ 
already scanned input lookahead 
where 
- Vi E W for O~i~m 
- a # E ,O~i~m, is a nonempty prefix of the right-hand side i 
of a not yet completely recognized production, the 
left-hand side of which is in vi 
- S' E v 0 and a = 6 
0 
Note that at the beginning m = o. 
The parser proceed s as follows : 
First of all he has to find out, if Cl 
m 
is a proper prefix 
of the right-hand side of the production he is presently 
trying to recognize, or if a already is that whole right-
m 
hand s ide. On the basis of condi tion 2) for PC ( k) -grammars 
this decision can be made by simply looking at the look-
ahead. 
a) If Cl is a proper prefix, the parser will have to com-
m 
pute the symbol immediately right to Cl in this right-
m 
hand side. He does this by tiying to recognize the chain, 




to either E or the next input- symbol. For this purpose 
he looks at all chains (with less than k+2 repetitions), 
which end with either E or the next input-symbol and 
which begin with any symbol that can immediately follow 
a in 
m 
a production, the left-hand side of which is in Vm. 
If there are such chains ending with E as well as chains 
ending with the next input-symbol,condition lb) guarantees, 
that by inspecting the lookahead it can be determined 
which kind of chain is correct in the present context. 
After this decision the last element of the chain present-
ly under consideration is known. If it is the next input-
symbol, this symbol is scanned, thereby of course chang-
ing the lookahead. If it is E ,then because of condition 
la) for conflictchains of type a), the parser can determine 
the equivalence class of the predecessor of E in the chain, 
again by examining the lookahead. As this predecessor must 
be the left-hand side of an g-production, by condition 2) 
it is moreover possible to decide exactly which nonterminal 
in this equivalence class is the correct one. Let X de-
note the next input-symbol or this nonterminal respective 
ly. 
If there is a chain of length 1 among the chains leading 
to X from some symbol to the right of a 
m 
, then the 
a only element of this chain may be the symbol next to 
m 
the parser has been trying to find. On the basis of cond-
ition la) for conflictchains of type b) the parser can 
decide this question by inspecting the present lookahead. 
If X really is the symbol following a , then a 
m m 
extended by X and the parser has apparently reached a 
situation similar to the one this description started 
with. 
If only chains langer than 1 have to be considered, 
condition la) for conflictchains of type a) guarantees, 
m+l that by looking at the lookahead, the class V of the 
predecessor of X in the chain the parser is presently 
m+l 
trying to recognize can be determined.Note,that V 
is 
actually is the class of the left-hand side of a produc-
b) 
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tion with left-corner X ·= a . Before being able to 
m+l 
go on in recognizing the chain, this production has to 
be recognized completely. This again leaves the parser 
in a situation s imilar to the one we started with. 
If the parser by exa mi ng the lookahead finds, that a 
m 
is the right-hand side he has been looking for, his next 
step will be to determine the left-hand side of this pro-
duction exactly. Condition 2) requires,that dependent on 
the lo okahead it must be possible to decide which nonter-
minal, say A , in Vm is the left-hand side of 
That completes the recognition of this production. 




parser must now continue to compute, in order to find 
the symbol immediately right to am-l , there must be 
at least one chain going to A from some symbol follow-
ing a 1 m-
m-1 
in a production,whose left-hand side is in 
V 
Now, one of these chains can of course contain A as it's 
sole element, which means, that A may itself be the 
symbol next to am-l the parser is looking for. As before 
this can be decided on the basis of condition la) for 
conflictchains of type b) by inspecting the present look-
ahead and if it turns out to be the next symbol of the 
right-hand side beginning with a 1 , then m- is 
extended by A ,leaving the parser in a situation analog-
ous to the one we started off from. 
If on the other hand the present lookahead only permits 
chains langer than 1 , condition la) for conflictchains 
of type a) demands,that dependent on the lookahead the 
class (call it Vm again) of the predecessor of A 
in the chain to be recognized can be determined. As 
before this is the class of the left-hand side of a 
production (with left-corner X ) ,which must be 
recognized next. So the parser once again has come to 
a situation,which resembles the initial one. 
The parser goes on recognizing the parse-tree in this manner 
- 16 -
node by node until the produc~ion is recognized. If 
at that time all the input has been scanned, then the input-
word will be accepted. 
For this very intuitively presented parsing method a n 
efficient parsing-algorithm has been developed, which 
works in linear time and for k<2 will generally use 
less space than a LALR(k)-parser. 
5. CONCLUSION 
PC(k)-grammars prove to be very well suited for parser-genera-
tors. This is so for three reasons: 
1) Efficient parsers can be constructed for PC(k)-grammars 
2) PC(k)-grammars form a large class of grammars and 
languages 
3) The definition of PC(k)-grammars can be understood and 
verified easily 
PC(k)-grammars differ from other wellknown grammarclasses 
used for parser-generators in that 2) and 3) usually 
do not occur together. Nevertheless this is a desirable 
combination, which helps to make the construction of a 
grammar much easier. Ease ~f construction however is an 
important argument in favor of using parser-generators 
in practice. That is why in [schlichtigerl 79] further 
attention has been given to methods and algorithms, 
which can be used to sup r 0rt the design of PC(k)-grammars. 
Among others an efficient algorithm for constructing a 
partition according to which a given grammar G is PC(k) 
(if such a9artition at all exists) is for instance introduced. 
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